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Artist information

Born in Hamamatsu, Shizuoka Prefecture in 1870.
In 1886, he became Kiyochika Kobayashi's apprentice, living with Kiyochika
and his family for about 20 years, and passing on his skills.
Koitsu is classified into a school called "Shin-hanga," and its characteristics 
are said to be realistic and linear perspective.
Among them, Koitsu is known as a lyrical landscape painter who skillfully 
manipulates light and shadow, distance and nearness.
Ten works are in the collection of the National Museum of Modern Art, 
Tokyo, including "Akashi Beach", "Snowy Katata Ukimido", "Tomo no Tsu", 
and "Seta Sunset". He died in 1949.

Koitsu Hasui

Born in Shiba, Tokyo in 1883.
Around 1897, while attending Okura Commercial Night Club, he studied 
painting with Aoyagi Sumikawa.
In 1910, he knocked on Kiyokata Kaburagi's door and was given the name 
``Hasui.''
From then on, he left behind numerous landscape paintings until his death 
in 1957.
He paints landscapes from all over Japan in a lyrical style, and his works 
that deal with rain, snow, and the moon are particularly well-received.
Hasui's works have been well received overseas and many prints have 
been exported.

Hasui Kawase



Artist information

Born in Brittany, France in 1885. In 1910, he met Akiko Yosano and others 
at a salon in Paris.
She first came to Japan in 1926 as a French teacher at an old high school.
Although he returned to Japan, she could not control her love for Japan 
and returned to Japan in 1930.
In 1935, he entered the world of printmaking and created black and white 
woodblock prints using his innate design ability and pen touch.
His works from this time include ``Zojoji'' and ``Kikyoumon,'' which are 
housed in the Tokyo National Museum.
He remained in Japan during the war, and after the war he taught at Tokyo, 
Waseda, Gakushuin, Athena France, etc.
In 1951, he also served as French teacher to the then Crown Prince.
In 1955 he was awarded the Order of the Sacred Treasure, Fourth Class, 
and in 1965 he received the title of Honorary Citizen from the Tokyo 
Metropolitan Government.
His technique is extremely precise, and is characterized by almost no 
deformation that is normally done in printmaking.

Noel Nouet



LL size 35,000円(税抜き)
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LA size 32,000円(税抜き)
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LA size 32,000円(税抜き)



NA/NB size 24,000円(税抜き)



MB size 22,000円(税抜き)



LC size 32,000円(税抜き)
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